Directions, parking, etc. for SESAH 2018 Annual Conference
Conference Site
The Seaton Hall + Regnier Hall complex, where the 2018 SESAH Annual Conference will be held,
is located north of the Kansas State University (also known as KSU or K-State) Student Union.
Registration for the conference will take place at the Welcome Desk inside the southeast
entrance of Seaton Hall, across the Plaza from the Union. (See campus map at https://www.kstate.edu/maps/. If you have mobility issues and cannot climb stairs, use ramp under the southcentral entrance, proceed to the east wing and take the elevator up to Level 1.)
Driving directions to K-State are available at http://www.k-state.edu/directions/
Parking
The K-State parking garage is located directly south of the Union on Anderson Avenue, between
17th Street to the west and Mid-Campus Drive to the east. There are entrances to the garage on
both the west and east sides.
Parking permits
Spaces have been reserved for Conference attendees who want to purchase permits to use the
parking garage. The permits cost $5.00 per day. (For people not using permits, parking in the
garage costs $1.50 per hour up to $12.00.)
Parking Services provided the following links and instructions:
The attendee(s) should click on the link, create an account (or access an existing account) and
order their permit. To create an account, they can click on Sign Up in the upper right-hand side
of screen. Once there they will be asked for an email, their first and last name, and to create a
password. If they have an account they’ll use their email address and password to access their
account and order their permit.
The permit is to be printed out and used to park on campus. If they are parking in the garage,
they will scan the special barcode on the permit to enter and exit the garage for the event. If
they are parking outside the garage the permit needs to be placed on the dashboard of the
vehicle and be clearly visible.
Wednesday, October 5, 2018
https://ksu.t2hosted.com/per/index.aspx?key=da39b2527c5a427188a54f99a0eab236
Thursday, October 4, 2018
https://ksu.t2hosted.com/per/index.aspx?key=9938f6fed6354af8b62abf13211c0d57
Friday, October 5, 2018
https://ksu.t2hosted.com/per/index.aspx?key=d2ec31d9cc4046a38f3b665e0db8090a
Saturday, October 6, 2018
https://ksu.t2hosted.com/per/index.aspx?key=cbff0e1709ce4be992eab53c63d1e313

Note from SESAH member and conference volunteer Rebecca Stark in Manhattan – In order to
give attendees the most flexibility – parking for 1 day, 2 days, 3 days, or 4 days – Parking
Services had to give us a separate link for each day, and as far as I know, this means you will
have to pay for each day’s permit separately. When I logged in to test the system, I did see an
Add additional permit button, but it took me to a different type of permit purchase page. That
page did have the option to purchase garage passes, but they were/are not the ones reserved
for us. I also tried to add multiple days of our reserved permits to the shopping cart in order pay
for more than one day at a time, but I got error messages when I did this. In case you have
questions for Parking Services, their contact information, etc. is available at https://www.kstate.edu/parking/

